SOUTH ISLAND GERMAN SHEPHERD LEAGUE CLUB
46TH CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 7TH NOVEMBER 2015
LONG STOCK COAT
MALES – ERICH BOSL S.V.
INTERMEDIATE DOG
1.

Ch Brogan Ultimate Storm
Very Good
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON
BROJAN KENTUCKY ROSE
Medium size medium strong, good type, strong head, normal wither. Good length and lie of the
croup. Good angulations, good chest proportions. Front is not correct. Going is near coming is
correct. Very good movement.
OPEN DOG
1.

Ch Westfield Vendetta
Excellent
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)
OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE
Large strong very good type slightly light ears high wither croup should be a little longer. Good
angulations in front and good angulations behind. Under chest should be a little longer. Straight
front. Coming and going is correct. Some movement behind is powerful. Step in front should have
more reach.
Best Dog: Ch Westfield Vendetta

Reserve Dog: Ch Brojan Ultimate Storm

LONG STOCK COAT
FEMALES & BEST OF BREED - MIKE BRADLEY S.V.
BABY PUPPY BITCH
1.

Delgarda Glamslam
Very Promising
NZ CH FALKEN DEI PRECISION (IMP CANADA)
ASTASIA ROMA (IMP AUS)
4.5 months, black gold very good type, feminine expressive, good overall firmness, good withers,
firm back, slightly short just slight steep croup, upper arm should be slightly better angled, very good
top and underline, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, normal fore and under
chest development for her age, steps just slightly narrow going, correct coming elbows yet to fully
close, very good overall movement, very good drive, reach could be a little freer.
2.

Volkerson NAF 2
Very Promising
MAFIA VOM VOLKERSON
CH XENA VOM VOLKERSON
5 months, black and gold, good overall type, feminine bitch, eye could be a little darker, normal
withers, firm straight back, croup is short and steep, good forward angulation, very good hind, very
good development of pre sternum for her age, good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps
with loose hocks correct coming, the movement is balanced ideally should be more coordinated.

PUPPY BITCH
1.

Heathcote Midnight Star
Very Promising
USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)
HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN
7 months, black and gold, well above medium size, above medium strong, just slightly stretched in
her proportions, feminine, eye could be a little darker, good withers, firm back, just slightly short ,
slightly steep croup, very good forequarter, good top and underline, very good hind, broad thighs,
stands correct in front, steps slightly narrow going, hocks should be firmer, correct coming, shows
good ground covering movement, very good drive, reach ideally should be a little more effective,
good wither retention.
JUNIOR BITCH
1.

Delgarda Fandangle
Very Good Select
ZAMB VOM SCHWARZAUGEN (MACEDONIA)
ASTASIA ROMA (IMP AUS)
18 months, black and gold, bitch who presents a very good picture in stance, feminine, expressive,
eye could be just a little darker, well set neck, high withers firm back, good mould of the croup just
slightly short, long upper arm could be a little better angled, very good top and underline very good
hindquarter angulation, broad well muscled thighs, stands correct, pasterns should ideally be a little
firmer, steps nearly correct going, correct coming elbows to yet fully close, in movement she exhibits
very far reaching movement, very good powerful drive, very good wither retention, with good
forehand reach
INTERMEDIATE BITCH
1.

Reichund Ohso Devius
Excellent
CH ACARYA QUITE A FAKIR
GLENNKA YANA
2 years 4 months, a bitch who present very good silhouette in stance, large, above medium strong,
feminine, expressive, high withers firm back, just slightly short croup, very good fore and hind
angulation very good top and underline, broad thighs, stands correct in front, steps just slightly wide
going, very far reaching movement, powerful drive, good reach ideally the top line could be a little
firmer whilst gaiting.
2.

Ch Heathcote Katie Perry
Excellent
CH USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)
HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR
2 years, large, well above medium strong, very good type, feminine expression with a good head
firm and dry, high withers firm back, slightly steep croup, upper arm should be slightly better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation, good fore chest development, under chest just slightly short,
stands correct in front, steps correct going and coming, very good ground cover with very good drive
and good reach
NZ BRED
1.

Ch Westfield Your Irresistable
Very Good
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)
CH OAKWAY IRRISISTABLE
1 year 11 months black and gold bitch very good type medium strong feminine bitch firm and dry
good withers, firm back slightly short croup, forequarter and hindquarter angulations very good,
very good top and underline, stand correct in front. Steps nearly correct going. Correct coming. (in
change of coat) Very fleeting in movement. Very good ground cover. Firm back. Reach should be a
little freer.
Best Bitch: Reichund OhSo Devius
Reserve Bitch: Delgarda Fandangle

BEST OF BREED
RESERVE OF BREED
Baby Puppy of Breed
Puppy of Breed
Junior of Breed
Intermediate of Breed
NZ Bred of Breed
Open of Breed

Reichund OhSo Devius
Ch Westfield Vendetta
Delgarda Glamslam
Heathcote Midnight Star
Delgarda Fandangle
Reichund OhSo Devius
Westfield Your Irresistable
Ch Westfield Vendetta

STOCK COAT
MALES – ERICH BOSL S.V.
BABY PUPPY DOG
1.

Abbaron NAF
Very Promising
CH FALKEN DEI PRECISION (IMP CANADA)
ABBARON U DA BONNIE
Medium size, medium strong, slightly light eyes, pronounced wither, croup should be longer, good
angulation in front, very good angulation behind, good chest proportions, straight front, going is
narrow, coming correct, good movement.
2.

Delgarda Good To Go
Very Promising
NZ CH FALKEN DEI PRECISION (IMP CANADA)
ASTASIA ROMA (IMP AUS)
Medium size, medium strong, dark eyes, high wither, good type, short croup, very good angulations,
straight front, coming and going is correct, good movement.
3.

Aimsway Pepe Magic (Imp Aust)
Very Promising
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUST)
AIMSWAY SOPHIES HERO
Large strong good type, strong head, high wither, steep croup, very good angulations, straight front,
hock joints should be stronger, coming okay, good movement.
4.

Aktahund Under the Influence
Promising
HAVO AUS AGRIGENTO (IMP GER TO AUS)
AKTAHUND TAKE THAT
Medium size, medium strong, wither should be more pronounced, steep croup, good angulations
behind, straight front, going is near, coming correct, very heavy, movement should have more
power.
PUPPY DOG
1.

Heathcote Lightning Jack

Very Promising
HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR
11 ½ months. Large strong. Strong head high wither. Good length and lie of the croup. Upper arm
should be a little longer. Very good angulations behind. Under chest should be longer. Front is
nearly correct. Coming and going is correct. Good movement.
ENG & NZ CH PHILLIPP AUS DER NEUEN HAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

2.

Westfield Armadeus
Very Promising
BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA
CH WESTFIELD VAASA
Large medium strong, slightly light eyes. Good type. Good wither. The croup should be a little
longer. Good angulations in front. Very good hind quarter angulations. Front is not correct. Going
and coming is narrow. Good movement.

3.

Oakway Original Sin
Very Promising
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH)
OAKWAY XPERT-TEASE
Medium sized medium strong good type high wither. Good pigmentation. Croup should be a little
longer. Very good angulations. Straight front. The hock joint should be stronger, coming is correct.
The movement should have more power.
4.

Westfield Armaggedon
Very Promising
BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA
CH WESTFIELD VAASA
10 months old. Medium sized. Medium strong. Good wither. Short croup. Upper arm should be a
little longer. Good angulations behind. Under chest should be a little longer. Straight front. Going
is narrow. Coming is correct. Good movement.
5.

Amberg Xanto (Imp Aus)
Very Promising
URY VON ZISAWINKEL (IMP GER)
AMBERG LUCY LOO
Medium sized medium strong. Strong head. Good wither. Short croup. Upper arm should be a little
longer. Good angulations behind. Under chest is short. Straight front. Hock joints are loose. The
movement should have more reach.
6.

Aktahund Here We Go Again
Very Promising
BROJAN SHOCK WAVE
AKTAHUND KERFUFFLE
11 months old. Large. Medium strong. Light eyes. Stretched. Normal wither. Croup should be a
little longer. Good angulations in front. Very good angulations behind. Good chest proportions.
Straight front. Coming and going is correct. Good movement.
7.

Class Act Of Taimana
Very Promising
XENO VON ARJAKJO (IMP GER TO AUS)
AIMSAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)
7 months old. Medium sized medium strong. High wither. Steep croup. Upper arm should be a
little longer. Very good angulations behind. Good chest proportions. Straight front. Going is
narrow. Coming is correct. The movement behind is powerful, the step in front should have more
reach.
8.

Aktahund Hi I’m Joey
Promising
BROJAN SHOCK WAVE
AKTAHUND KERFUFFLE
Medium strong, medium sized. Not in best coat. High wither. Stretched. Steep croup. Very good
angulations in front. Very good angulations behind. Good chest proportions. Straight front. Going
is narrow, coming is correct. Good movement.
9.

Heathcote Major Star
Promising
USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)
HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN
7 months old. Large. Medium strong. Good wither. Steep croup. Upper arm should be longer.
Very good angulations behind. Under chest should be longer. The front is not correct. Hock joints
are loose. Good movement. Elbows should be closer.
10.

Rahkantra Meet Your Waterloo

Promising
CH RAHKANTRA DIAMONDS ON ICE
6 months old. Medium strong, medium sized. Slightly light eyes. Soft ears. Flat wither. Short
croup. Good angulations. Good chest proportions. Straight front. Going is narrow. Coming is
correct. The movement should have more reach.
AS DU DOMAINA DU VAL D’AULNOY (IMP FRANCE TO AUS)

JUNIOR DOG
31.

Abbaron Carlos Santana
Very Good
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)
ABBARON MELODY
1 year 2 months. Very large. Medium strong. Good type. High wither. Short croup. Upper arm
should be a little longer. Hind quarter angulations must be more pronounced. Straight front. Going
is narrow. Coming is correct. Good movement.
2.

Veneze Ricardo (Imp UK)
Very Good
WILLIAM VOM GRAFENBRUNN
LILY VON HAUS TRENDY
1 year 1 month. Medium sized. Medium strong. The head should be more pronounced. High
wither. Short croup. Good angulations in front. Very good angulations behind. Good chest
proportions. Straight front. Going is narrow. Coming is correct. Good movement.
3.

Pirol von Gavarol
Very Good
MAC VON DER NORISWAND (IMP GER)
ZELDA VON GAVAROL
1 year 2 months. Very large. Strong head. High wither. Short croup. Very good angulations. Good
chest proportions. Straight front. Coming and going is correct. Very good movement.
4.

Ch Westfield Yahoo
Very Good
FAKIR VOM HENRICHPLATS (IMP GER TO AUS)
CH WESTFIELD SITA
1 year 11 months. Medium sized. Medium strong. The head should be more pronounced. High
wither. Croup should be a little longer. Good angulations in front and behind. Under chest should
be a little longer. Straight front. Good movement. Coming and going is correct.
5.

Siegerheims Quincy Jones (Imp Aus)
Very Good
HATTO VON HUHNEGRAB (IMP GER)
ZANDRAC MYSTERIOUS WAYS
1 year 11 months. Medium sized medium strong. Good type high wither. Short croup. Very good
angulations. Straight front. Coming and going is correct. The movement in the rear is powerful.
The step in front could have more reach.
6.

der Ingolsta Rikki
Very good
URY VOM ZISAWINKEL (IMP GER TO AUS)
CH DER INGOLSTA CHRISTMAS MAGIC
Large medium strong. High wither. Short croup. Upper arm should be a little longer and better
angulated. Good angulations behind. Good chest proportions. Straight front. Coming and going is
correct. Very good movement.
7.

Hundmeister Iron Man
Very Good
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME
1 year 5 months. Large medium strong. Good type. High wither. Good length and lay of the croup.
Good angulations in front. Very good angulations behind. Straight front. Coming and going is
correct. Good movement.
INTERMEDIATE DOG
1.

Ch Westfield Xiwa
Excellent
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)
CH OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE
Large, medium strong. Good type. High wither. Croup should be a little longer. Good angulations.
The under chest should be a little longer. Straight front. Going is narrow coming is correct. The
movement behind is powerful. The step in front should have more reach.

2.

Romariss Gravson Jack
Excellent
ABBARON NICKELBACK
OAKWAY BLUE-MOON
Very large, strong light eyes. Normal wither. Good croup. Good angulations. Under chest should
be a little longer. Straight front. Coming and going is narrow. Very good movement. Elbows should
be closer.
3.

Brojan Ultimately Elvis
Excellent
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON
BROJAN KENTUCKY ROSE
2 years 10 months. Medium sized, medium strong. Good type. Very good head. High wither. Very
short croup. Good angulations in front. Very good angulations behind. Nearly correct front. Hock
joints should be a little strong. Coming is correct. Good movement.
4.

Ch der Ingolsta Jack Daniels
Very Good
ANDACHT STRATO FORTRESS (IMP AUS)
CH DER INGOLSTA SOPHIE
2 years 4 months. Over medium sized, medium strong. Wither should be more pronounced. Short
croup. Upper arm should be a little and more angulated. Good angulations in the front. Good hind
quarter angulations. Good chest proportions. Straight front. Coming and going is ok. Good
movement.
5.

Unfehlbar Yago
Very Good
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER
AMBERG YESSICA
Medium sized medium strong. Stretched. Wither should be more pronounced. Good length and lay
of the croup. Good angulations. Under chest should be a little longer. Straight front. Coming and
going is correct. Good movement. Elbows should be closed.
NEW ZEALAND BRED DOG
1.

Toatahi Devils Gait

Excellent
ABYGAL VON ADELFRIED
4 years 11 months. Large medium strong. Good type. High wither. Short croup. Good angulations
in front. Good angulations behind. Good chest proportions. Straight front. Coming and going is
correct. Very good movement.
ENG & NZ CH PHILLIPP AUS DER NEUEN HAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

2.

Ch Acarya Quite a Fakir

Excellent

FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)
4 years 4 months. Medium sized medium strong. Stretched. Strong head. High wither. Croup

should be a little longer. Very good angulations. Straight front. Coming and going is correct. Very
good movement.
3.

der Ingolsta Phalco
Very Good Select
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)
DER INGOLSTA BLACK MAGIC
1 year 1 month. Large, medium strong. Good type. High wither. Steep croup. Upper arm should
be a little longer and more angulated. Good angulations behind. Under chest should be a little
longer. Straight front. Coming and going is correct. Very good movement.

4.

Rahkantra Indian-Brave
Excellent
RAHKANTRA HIGH AN MIGHTY
RAHKANTRA GINA LOLOBRIGIDA
3 years 7 months. Large medium strong. Good type. High wither. Short croup. Very good
angulations. Good chest proportions. Correct front. Going is narrow. Coming is correct. The
movement is powerful behind. The step in front should have more reach.

OPEN DOG
1.

Boldova Of Taimana
Excellent
YESTER VOM FEUERMEIDER (IMP GER TO AUS)
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)
Large, medium strong. Good expression and pigmentation. High wither. Good length and lay of the
croup. Very good angulations. The under chest should be a little longer. Straight front. Coming and
going is correct. The movement behind is powerful. Step in front is free.
2.

NZ Ch Falken Dei Precision (Imp Canada)
Excellent
FIGO VOM NORDTEICH
VETTA DEI PRECISION
Over medium sized strong good type. Strong head. High wither short croup. Very good angulations.
Good chest proportions. Straight front. Coming and going is correct. Powerful movement.
3.

Ch Zetland Manhatton
Excellent
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE
Large medium strong. Good type. High wither. Good length and lay of the croup. Good
angulations. Under chest should be a little longer. Straight front. Coming and going is correct.
Movement is powerful.
4.

NZ Ch Mac von der Noriswand (Imp Ger)
Excellent
BOOMER VOM POLARSTERN
WINONA VON DER NORISWAND
Large medium strong. High wither. Croup should be a little longer. Good angulations in front. Very
good angulations behind. Good chest proportions. Straight front. Going is correct. Coming is wide.
Very good movement.
5.

Aktahund Take Manhatton
Excellent
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL
Over medium sized medium strong stretched. Wither should be more pronounced. Good length
and lay of the croup. Good angulations in front. Very good angulations behind. Straight front.
Coming and going is ok. Very good movement.
6.

Ch Zetland Mad Max
Excellent
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE
Medium sized medium strong. Stretched. Good wither. The croup is short. The upper arm should
be a little longer and better angulated. The under chest should be longer. Front nearly correct.
Going the hock joints are narrow. Coming is ok. Good movement.

7.

Acarya Quortda Fakir
Excellent
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)
4 years 3 months. Large medium strong. Strong head. Short neck. High wither. Short croup. Very
good angulations. The chest should be a bit longer. Front is not correct. Coming and going is
correct. The movement is good
Best Dog:

Boldova of Taimana

Reserve Dog:

Toatahi Devils Gait

STOCK COAT
FEMALES AND BEST OF BREED – MIKE BRADLEY S.V.
BABY PUPPY BITCH
1.

Oakway Power Play
Very Promising
BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA
OAKWAY FABULOSITY
5 months black and gold typey bitch feminine expressive well above medium size medium strong
high withers firm back, just slightly short slightly steep croup good length of upper arm could be
slightly better angled very good top and underline. Very good overall proportion very good length of
running bones stand correct in front. Slightly narrow going slightly loose hocks. She shows very good
ground covering movement. Good wither retention very good drive.
2.

Abbaron NAF 1
Very Promising
CH FALKEN DEI PRECISION (IMP CANADA)
ABBARON U DA BONNIE
5 ½ black and gold bitch, presents a pleasing picture in stance. Well above medium size, medium
strong, firm and dry, expressive, good withers, firm back just slightly short croup, good fore and
good hind angulations, very good length of bones, very good top and underline, stands correct in
front, pasterns should be a little firmer, narrow going with slightly loose hocks, wide coming, very
good ground covering movement, good wither retention, Ears yet to fully firm, very good drive.
3.

Royals von Gavarol aus Blackash

Very Promising
VENEZE LOLA (IMP UK)
5 ½ months. Well above medium size medium strong very good type. Good overall expression.
Eyes should be a little darker. Normal withers. Firm back. Slightly short croup. Good length of
upper arm. Should be better angled. Good top and underline. Well proportioned. Very good hind
quarter angulations. Stands correct in front. Steps just slightly narrow going. Correct coming.
Correct elbow connection. Good ground covering movement. Well balanced, well co-ordinated a
slightly tendency to fall on the fore hand.
ENG & NZ CH PHILLIPP AUS DER NEUEN HAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

4.

Ruby von Gavarol

Very Promising

ENG & NZ CH PHILLIPP AUS DER NEUEN HAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

VENEZE LOLA (IMP UK)

5 ½ months old. Black and gold. Very pleasing [picture. Feminine bitch slightly light eyes. Very
good withers firm back. Slightly short croup. Very good hind and fore angulations. Very good top
and underline. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly narrow correct coming. Very good overall
movement, very good drive. Good reach. Firm back.
5.

Aktahund Untold Story
Very Promising
HAYO AUS AGRIGENTO (IMP GER TO AUS)
AKTAHUND TAKE THAT
4 ½ black and gold. Very good overall type. Feminine and expressive. Eye could be a little darker.
Good withers firm back. Slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be slightly better angled. Good
top and underline. Very good hind quarter angulation. Good overall proportion. Very good
development of fore and under chest. Very close going. Nearly correct coming. Very good
movement. Powerful drive. Good reach. (hind quarters should be a little firmer overall)

6.

Raffles von Gavarol

VENEZE LOLA (IMP UK)
5 ½ months. Black and gold bitch, well above medium size, medium strong, feminine bitch, eye
could be a little more complimentary, well set neck, good withers, firm back, good mould of the
croup which should be a little longer, good fore very good hind quarter. Very good length of bones.
Very good overall proportion for her age. Normal fore and under chest development. Steps narrow
going with loose hocks. Correct coming elbows yet to fully close. Good ground covering movement
very good drive good reach slightly tendency to fall on the fore hand.
ENG & NZ CH PHILLIPP AUS DER NEUEN HAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

7.

Razz von Gavarol

Very Promising
VENEZE LOLA (IMP UK)
5 ½ months. Black and gold. Good overall type. Feminine eyes should be darker normal withers.
Firm back. Slightly short croup. Good fore very good hind quarter. Very good overall proportions.
Stands correct in front, steps with quite loose hocks going. Correct coming. Good overall
movement. Very good drive. Has a slightly tendency to pull herself into the ground.
ENG & NZ CH PHILLIPP AUS DER NEUEN HAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

8.

Albara Gran Marnier
Very Promising
HAYO AUS AGRIGENTO (IMP GER TO AUS)
AKTAHUND TAKE THAT
4 ½ months. Black and gold bitch. Stands correct in front. Very dark well extended saddle. Above
medium size medium strong. Feminine, good withers firm back. Slightly short slightly steep croup.
Very good angulation of the fore quarters. Good top and underline, very good hind angulation.
Good overall proportions. Normal fore and under chest development for her age. Steps narrow
going. Correct coming. She should show more animation, good drive. Good reach. Tends to pull
herself into the ground in her movement.
PUPPY BITCH
1.

Stella of Amor
Very Promising
BLUEMAX TOM (IMP AUS)
TOATAHI THUNDER STRUCK
11 months, black and gold, typey, feminine expressive, good eye colour, high withers, firm back,
good croup, very good fore and hindquarter, very good top and underline, very good fore and under
chest development, stands correct, steps slightly narrow hocks yet to fully firm, correct coming, very
far reaching movement, powerful drive. Very good reach back remains firm.
2.

Abbaron Daisy Duke
Very Promising
ABBARON NICKELBACK
ABBARON XTRA SWEET
11 months, black and gold, large, above medium strong, typey bitch, feminine and expressive, high
withers firm back, good mould of the croup just slightly short, good length of upper arm should be a
little better angled, very good top and underline, very good hindquarter angulation, wellproportioned bitch in good overall condition, in change of coat) steps narrow going with slightly
loose hocks, correct coming elbows to yet fully close, shows good enthusiasm in the ring, very good
drive, good reach, very good overall firmness.
3.

Reichund Smarty Pants
Very Promising
BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA
REICHUND DIDYADOIT
11 months, black and gold bitch, a bitch of very good solid general construction, expressive, good
type and colour, firm and dry, well set neck, high withers, firm back, just slightly steep croup, long
upper arm should be a little better angled, very good top and underline, very good hindquarter
angulation, normal fore and under chest development for her age, pasterns could be a little firmer,
stands correct, correct going, nearly correct coming, elbows to yet fully close, very good movement,
very good drive, good reach, very good wither retention.

4.

Cedarlodge Ride On of Toatahi
Very Promising
TOATAHI HIGH VOLTAGE
DANI VON DANSWAN
9 months, large, above medium strong, typey bitch, feminine and expressive, firm and dry, good
withers, firm back, good lay of croup just slightly short, very good fore and hindquarter angles, good
proportions, very good top and underline, stands correct, correct going, correct coming, elbows yet
to fully close, good ground covering movement, effective drive, firm back.
5.

Westfield Ava
Very Promising
BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA
CH WESTFIELD VAASA
10 months, black and gold, well coloured, of medium size, medium strong, good expression, eye
should be a little darker, normal withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, upper arm
should be a little better angled, normal fore chest, slightly short under chest, very good hindquarter
angulation, broad thighs, stands correct, steps slightly narrow with good hock connection, correct
coming elbows to yet fully close, shows a good energetic movement, very good drive, reach could be
a little more effective.
6.

Klausenburg Invader
Very Promising
BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA
KLAUSENBURG DAWN RAIDER
6 months, black and gold well coloured, presents a pleasing picture, just above medium size,
medium strong, feminine and expressive, high withers, firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup,
upper arm should be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good top and
underline, stands correct, pasterns could be a little firmer, steps just slightly narrow going, correct
coming, elbows yet to fully close, shows good ground cover effective drive reach could be a little
freer, firm over line.
7.

Heathcote Lightning Star

Very Promising

ENG & NZ CH PHILLIPP AUS DER NEUEN HAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

11 months, black and gold, large, of medium strong, good type, very good expression, good withers,
firm back, just slightly short slightly steep croup, good fore very good hind, good top and underline,
stands correct, (in change of coat), correct going, correct coming, energetic movement, good ground
cover, very good drive.
8.

Chasing Dreams of Taimana
Very Promising
ZENO VON ARJAKJO (IMP GER TO AUS)
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)
7 months, black and gold, large, strong, very good type, strong feminine head, ears should be firmer,
good withers, firm back, just slightly steep croup, very good fore and hindquarter, very good top and
underline, good fore and under chest development, stands correct, steps wide with loose hocks,
correct coming, good movement, very good drive, firm back, reach should be a little freer.
9.

Schicksal By God I'm Gorgeous
Very Promising
URY VOM ZISAWINKEL (IMP GER TO AUS)
SCHICKSAL ANGEL-ON-FIRE
Double P1 upper left, large, black and gold, well coloured well pigmented, expressive, slightly large
ears, good withers, firm back, short steep croup, very good length of bones, good fore very good
hindquarter, just slightly short in the under chest, stands correct In front, steps narrow going with
slightly loose hocks, nearly correct coming elbows to fully close, tendency to pace, good reach and
drive, firm back, should be a little more animated during movement.

10.

Unfehlbar Zanti
Very Promising
AKTAHUND TAKE MANHATTON
AMBERG YESSICA (IMP AUS)
11 months, black and gold, above medium size, medium strong, good overall type, feminine,
underjaw could be a little stronger, normal withers, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup,
good fore, very good hind, very good fore and under chest development, stands correct, steps
narrow going, just slight tendency to toe in coming, coordinated movement, the drive should be a
little more effective and the reach a little more extensive.
11.

Aktahund Hullabaloo
Promising
BROJAN SHOCK WAVE
AKTAHUND KERFUFFLE
11 months, sable well above medium size, medium strong, feminine bitch, normal withers, firm
back, slightly steep croup, good fore and very good hind, good overall proportions, normal fore and
underchest development for her age, stands correct in front, steps wide going, correct coming,
elbows to yet fully close, tendency to pace, good ground cover, firm back, drive should be a little
more powerful.
12.

Rahkantra Marigold

Promising
AS DU DOMAINE DU VAL D’AULNOY (IMP FRANCE TO AUS) CH RAHKANTRA DIAMONDS ON ICE
6 months, sable, above medium size, medium strong, good type, feminine, eyes could be a little
darker, underjaw could be stronger, normal withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup,
good fore, very good hind, normal fore and under chest development, stands correct in front, good
going, correct coming, balanced movement drive should be a little more effective, reach a little
freer.
13.

Schicksal Baroness Blk N Gold
Promising
URY VOM ZISAWINKEL (IMP GER TO AUS)
SCHICKSAL ANGEL-ON-FIRE
9 months, large, black and gold, above medium strong, good overall type, feminine with good eye
colour, normal withers, firm back, short steep croup, upper arm should be a little longer and better
angled, very good length of foreleg, very good hindquarter angulation, slightly steep in pasterns,
stands correct, steps narrow going, correct coming, elbows yet to fully close, her movement should
show a little more animation, good drive, back remains firm, her left ear yet to reach final firmness.
JUNIOR BITCH
1.

Oakway Mix It Up
Very Good Select
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)
OAKWAY MAK’IN IT BIG
1 year 10 months, sable bitch , very typey bitch, large above medium strong, expressive, well set
neck that runs into high withers, firm straight back just slightly steep croup, very good fore and
hindquarter angulation very good top and underline good development of fore and under chest,
stands correct in front, steps correct going, correct coming, during movement she shows a natural
joy to run, exhibits a very good gaiting sequence, very good drive good wither retention reach could
be a fraction freer.
2.

Oakway Nortee But Nice
Very Good Select
BROJAN SHOCK WAVE
OAKWAY XPERT-TEASE
1 year 7 months, large, above medium strong, typey bitch, feminine and expressive, high wither,
firm back, good mould of the croup but should be a little longer, the upper arm should be a little
better angled, very good proportions, very good fore and underchest development, very good
hindquarter angulation, clean top and underline, stands correct, (in change of coat), correct going,
correct coming, she develops a wide outreaching movement with very good vitality, very good drive
and reach via a firm back with good wither retention.

3.

Lorde von Gavarol aus Blackash

Very Good Select
ENG & NZ CH PHILLIPP AUS DER NEUEN HAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)
DAISY CHIP VON GAVAROL
1 year 11 months, black with light tan markings, very good type, dark mask where the eye should be
re complimentary, high withers firm back, slightly short croup, good fore very good hindquarter, still
good proportions, good top and underline, pasterns could be a little firmer, stands correct, just
slightly wide going, correct coming, very good reach and drive, shows very good vitality firm back
4.

der Ingolsta Petra
Very Good Select
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)
DER INGOLSTA BLACK MAGIC
13 months, black and gold very good type, large medium strong, expressive bitch firm and dry high
withers in stance, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, upper arm should be slightly longer
and better angled, good top and underline, very good hindquarter very good length of bones very
well proportioned stands correct, steps wide going with slightly loose hocks, correct coming very
energetic movement, very good drive, firm top line, the reach should be a little more extensive.
5.

Abbaron Aleisha Keys
Very Good
RAMIRO VOM KIRSCHENTAL (IMP GERM)
ABBARON U DA BONNIE
21 months, black and gold, well coloured, well pigmented, well above medium size medium strong,
although expressive the eye should be darker, normal withers firm back, steep croup, good fore very
good hindquarter, good top and underline, broad well muscled thighs, good development of both
the fore and under chest for her age, stands correct, steps narrow with slightly loose hocks, correct
coming, elbows to yet fully close, she exhibits during movement a wide out reaching movements
very good drive good reach.
6.

LaRycia Its Complicated
Very Good
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH)
CH LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM
21 months, black and gold, slightly receding saddle, very good type, expressive, high withers, firm
back, croup is short and slightly steep, good fore very good hind, very good fore chest development
slightly short under chest, good top and underline, pasterns should be a little firmer, steps slightly
narrow going, correct coming, good ground covering movement, very good drive good reach, firm
back.
7.

LaRycia Its Meant To be
Very Good
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH)
CH LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM
20 months, large, strong, very good type, strong feminine head, good wither, firm back, slightly short
croup, very good fore and hindquarter, very good top and underline, strong well developed thighs,
good fore and under chest development for her age, stands correct, steps just slightly wide, good
hock connection, correct coming, very good ground covering movement, very good drive and good
reach, well balanced.
8.

Brojan Walk on the Wild Side
Very Good
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON
BROJAN PISCHA
Above medium size, medium strong, firm and dry, although expressive the eye should be darker high
withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, good fore and very good hind, good top and
underline good overall proportions, stands correct, steps narrow going with slightly loose hocks,
correct coming elbows to yet fully close, shows a good ground cover in her movement, very good
drive, good reach, via a firm back.

9.

Westfield Zara
Very Good
CH WESTFIELD VENDETTA
CH WESTFIELD KATIE
17 months black and gold, good overall type of bitch who is well above medium size, medium strong,
expressive, eye should be darker, well set neck, good withers, firm straight back, just slightly short
slightly steep croup good fore very good hind, good top and underline, good overall proportions,
normal fore and under chest development for her age, stands correct in front, correct going, correct
coming, good enthusiasm very good drive, good reach firm back.
86.

Hundmeister Ice on Fire
Very Good
PEPE VON DER ZEINTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)
CH HUNDMESITER ALL ABOUT ME
17 months, very large, well above medium strong, expressive bitch the mask could be a little darker,
normal withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, upper arm needs to be slightly longer
and better angled, good top and underline, very good hindquarter angulation with broad thighs,
good fore and under chest development, stands correct, steps correct going, correct coming, shows
good enthusiasm in her gait, very good drive, good reach, good wither retention.
11.

Rahkantra Litle Bit of Magic

Very Good
CH RHKANTRA DIAMONDS ON ICE
18 months, black and gold, large, medium strong, very good type, expressive, good withers, firm
back, good lay of croup just slightly short, good fore very good hind, still good overall proportions,
pasterns could be a little firmer, stands correct, steps wide going, wide coming, elbows yet to fully
close, fleeting movement good drive and good reach the ears should be firmer whilst moving.
AS DU DOMAINE DU VAL D’AULNEY (IMP FRANCE TO AUS)

12.

Klausenburg Hallinova
Very Good
AKTAHUND TAKE MANHATTON
KLAUSENBURG ESPRESSO
13 months, black and gold, expressive bitch, very good type, good withers, firm back, slightly short
croup, upper arm should be slightly better angled, very good top and underline, very good hind
angulation, normal fore and under chest development, steps slightly narrow going with good hock
connection, correct coming, she should show a little more vitality during movement good reach and
drive, the back could ideally be a little firmer.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH
1.

Oakway Kudos
Excellent
BROJAN LUCIFER
OAKWAY BASIC INSTINCT
2 years 4 months, black and gold large, praiseworthy type, good overall expression, well set neck
running into high withers, very clean over line, with slightly short croup, good forequarter, very good
hindquarter, normal fore and under chest development, stands correct (in change of coat), steps
wide with loose hocks, correct coming, very far reaching movement, very good reach and drive with
very good overall firmness.
2.

Booty Call of Taimana
Excellent
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)
2 years 6 months, black and gold bitch who very harmony of build, feminine expressive, with good
eye colour, high withers, firm back, slightly short croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulations
broad well muscled thighs, compact, presents a pleasing picture, steps narrow going with good hock
connection, correct coming, very far outreaching movement very good reach and drive good wither
retention

3.

Toatahi Ride The Lightning
Excellent
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER)
CH TOATAHI OUTRAGEOUS FORTUNE
2 years 1 month, black and tan, large, strong, normal withers, firm back, slightly steep croup, good
fore, very good hindquarter angulation, very good top and underline very good overall development
for her age, stands correct, steps just slightly wide going, correct coming, (in change of coat) very
expansive movement, very good drive, very good reach, firm back.
4.

Abbaron Zodiac Princess
Excellent
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)
ABBARON MELODY
2 years 2 months, large, very good type, strong, well coloured well pigmented, expressive bitch,
medium eye colour, high withers, firm back, just slightly steep croup, good fore very good
hindquarter angulation very good top and underline, a bitch of still good proportions with normal
fore and under chest development, should stand a little more correct in front, correct going, correct
coming, good overall movement with very good drive, good reach, back remains firm.
Sonnenschein Empress Pam
5th Very Good
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM
2 ½ years black and gold bitch, still very good type overall, strong feminine head, good eye colour,
good withers, firm straight back, croup just slightly short slightly steep, good fore, very good
hindquarter, broad thighs, very good development of fore and under chest stands correct, steps
correct going, correct coming, elbows yet to close, good ground covering movement good reach and
drive, well balanced.
5.

6.

Vonlovatt Boddaycious
Very Good
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH)
CH OLDFIELDS KARLY
2 years 1 month, black and light tan markings, little above medium size, medium strong, feminine
bitch with good eye colour, good withers, firm back, croup could be a little longer, good fore and
very good hindquarter angulations, clean top and under line normal fore and under chest
development for her age, stands correct in front, just slightly narrow going, correct coming, shows
good overall movement, good firmness where both the reach and drive could be a little more
powerful.
7.

Sundaneke Viva La Vida (Imp Aust)
Very Good
USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)
SUNDANEKA BONNIE BELL
2 years 3 months, above medium size, and over medium strong, very pleasing type, feminine and
expressive, high withers, saddle should be darker, strong back, slightly short slightly steep croup,
very good fore and hindquarter angulation, good top and underline, normal fore and under chest
development, stands correct, steps wide going with good hock connection, nearly correct coming,
shows a well balanced movement with good wither retention, good ground cover but she could be a
little firmer overall.
8.

Westfield Xiva
Very Good
VEGAS DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)
CH OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE
Black and light tan markings, large, above medium strong, very good type, good expression with
good eye colour normal withers, firm back, croup is short and steep, upper arm should be better
angled, good top and underline very good hindquarter angulation normal fore and under chest
development, stands correct, steps just slightly narrow going, correct coming, well balanced
movement with good ground cover, should show a little more enthusiasm while gaiting.

9.

Sonnenschein Envy Me
Very Good
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM
2 years 5 months, black with light tan markings, large, above medium strong, strong head still
feminine, good withers, firm back, good mould of croup, should be a little longer, good forequarter
angulations, very good hindquarter, normal development of both fore and under chest, good overall
proportions, stands correct, just slight wide with good hock connection, correct coming, good
ground covering movement, should show a little bit more enthusiasm while gaiting.
10.

Heathcote Katie Girl,
Very Good
CH USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)
HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR
2 years 2 months, large above medium strong, good type, feminine expressive, firm and dry normal
withers firm back, good moulded croup which should be longer, upper arm should be better angled,
good top and underline very good hind, stands correct (in change of coat), steps wide going, slightly
wide coming, elbows yet to fully close, she is well balanced in her movement but her drive should be
more effective and her reach much freer.
NEW ZEALAND BRED BITCH
1.

Ch Westfield Sita
Excellent
OAKWAY QUANTUM LEAP
CH OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE
4 years 8 months, black and gold bitch of very good type, well pigmented and well coloured,
feminine, good eye colour, normal withers, firm back, just slightly steep croup, good forequarter
very good hindquarter good overall proportions, normal fore and under chest development, stands
correct, steps just slightly narrow with good hock connections, very good ground covering
movement very good drive good reach.
2.

Oakway Fabulousity
Excellent
RAMIRO VOM KIRSCHENTAL (IMP GER)
OAKWAY MAK’IN IT BIG
3 years 9 months, large, strong, presents a very good silhouette in stance, feminine expressive bitch,
medium eye colour, high withers, firm back, good mould of the croup but could be a little longer
very good forequarter and hindquarter, very good top and underline, good overall development
stands correct, steps just slightly wide and the hock connection should be firmer, correct coming,
very good ground covering movement, very good drive, good transmission, good reach.
3.

Excellent
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)
FREEVALE HOT PINK (IMP AUS)
3 years 2 months, large, strong, well coloured well pigmented, very good type, feminine good
expression, high wither, firm back, slightly short croup, good fore, very good hind, good top and
underline, good overall development, normal fore and under chest development pasterns should be
firmer, feet should be less splayed, stands correct, steps narrow going, correct coming, she displays
during movement good ground covering movement with good drive, good reach, ideally she should
be a little firmer overall.
4.

Whitehawk Yusama

Heathcote Famous Star
Very Good
SUNHAZE POKER CHIP (IMP AUS)
HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN
4 ½ years, sable bitch, large with good strength, very good type, good eye colour, high withers, firm
back, slightly short croup, good fore, very good hindquarter, broad thighs, good overall development
good overall proportions, stands correct, steps slightly wide going, correct coming with good elbow
connection, very good ground covering movement with very good drive and good reach, firm back.

5.

Zetland Madam Mya
Very Good
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE
5 years 5 months, bitch in good condition for her age, still very good type, good expression with
good eye colour, large, above medium strong, good overall proportions, good withers firm back just
slightly short slightly steep croup, good fore, very good hindquarter, good top and underline stands
correct, steps slightly wide with good hock connections, correct coming, for her age she shows very
good energy, very good drive, good reach.
6.

Der Ingolsta Fluekinit
Very Good
ANDACHT STRATO FORTRESS (IMP AUS)
DER INGOLSTA ALEISHA
3 years 5 months, sable bitch gold markings, very good type, well above medium size medium strong
feminine bitch good expression medium eye, normal withers, good top line, croup could be a little
longer, very good fore and hindquarter, good overall development, stands correct, steps just slightly
wide going, hocks could be a little firmer, correct coming, she shows good reach and drive should be
a little more animated in movement.
7.

Von Hefner Me Myself N’ I
Very Good
MAC VON DER NORISWAND (IMP GER)
QUANTANA VON GAVAROL
18 months, very large, very good type, feminine with good eye colour, good withers, firm back,
croup should be a little longer, upper arm should be better angled , very good hindquarter, good top
and underline, good overall proportions, should stand a little more correct in front, just slightly
narrow going, correct coming, well balanced movement should be a little more powerful and a little
more expansive in the reach.
8.

Zabrina von Gavarol

Very Good
ZELDA VON GAVAROL
4 years 7 months, (in change of coat), large, medium strong, feminine, good eye colour, normal
wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, upper arm could be better angled, very good
hindquarter, good top and underline, good overall development, stands correct, steps just slightly
narrow going, good coming, overall the movement is well balanced and well co-ordinated but it
should be a little more powerful in stride and freer in reach.
ENG & NZ CH PHILLIPP AUS DER NEUEN HAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

9.

Klausenburg G-Know-Me
Very Good
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)
KLAUSENBURG DAWN-RAIDER
2 years 2 months, grey sable bitch correct size, feminine bitch, eye could be a little darker, well
pigmented bitch, normal withers firm back, short steep croup, upper arm should be a little longer
and a little better angled, good top and underline, very good hindquarter angulation, normal fore
and under chest development, stands correct, steps wide going with good hock connection, correct
coming, shows good overall movement however the drive should be more effective and the reach a
little freer.
10.

Sonnenschein Dequila
Very Good
EROS VOM FRANKENGOLD (IMP GER)
SONNENSCHEIN COS I AM
3 years 8 months, black and gold bitch, large, above medium strong, expressive with good eye
colour, good withers, firm back, slightly steep croup, good fore very good hind, good top and
underline, stands correct, steps narrow going, correct coming, good ground covering movement
good drive the reach should be freer.

11.

Rahkantra Lady Loves to Dance

Very Good
CH RAHKANTRA DIAMONDS ON ICE
1 year 6 months, black and gold bitch firm and dry good overall type, underjaw could be a little
stronger, expressive, medium eye, normal withers, good back, slightly short slightly steep croup,
good fore, very good hind, good top and underline, stands correct, steps wide going, correct coming,
elbows yet to fully close, her overall movement is balanced, ground covering, both reach and drive
could be a little more expansive
AS DU DOMAINE DU VAL D’AULNOY (IMP FRANCE TO AUS)

12.

Westfield Sugar 'N' Spice
Very Good
OAKWAY QUANTUM LEAP
CH OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE
4 years, black and gold, good overall type who should be a little firmer overall, normal wither,
straight back, short steep croup, very good fore and under chest development, very good
hindquarter angulation, stand a little more correct in front, steps slightly wide going, nearly correct
coming although she shows a good enthusiasm to perform her movement is good overall but she
should be firmer and dryer.
OPEN BITCH
1.

Ch Acarya Quick Fire
Excellent
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS
4 years 4 months, black and gold bitch of very good solid general construction, large, strong, very
expressive with good eye colour, well set neck, high withers, firm straight back, good croup, very
good forequarter and hindquarter angulation, strong well muscled thighs, shows good proportions
with good overall development, stands correct, steps correct going, correct coming, shows a very
powerful movement transmitted via a firm back, with very good reach.
2.

Ch Oakway Bossy Boots
Excellent
OAKWAY QUANTUM LEAP
VELIKO QUARTER MOON
5 years 6months, black and gold, (in change of coat) a bitch of considerable harmony ,very good
presence, feminine expressive with good eye colour, well set neck, high withers, firm back, good
croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, strong top line, underline could be just a fraction
firmer, very good proportions, stands correct, steps just slightly wide, correct coming, she displays
during movement a very powerful very roomy expansive, with very good reach and drive and shows
a natural enjoyment to perform.
3.

Veneze Lola (Imp UK)
SAM VOM GRATENBRUNN

Excellent
VICKI VOM GRATENBRUNN

3 years 2 months, large above medium strong, praiseworthy type, feminine and expressive, good eye
colour, well set neck, high withers, firm straight back, good croup very good fore and hindquarter,
very good top and underline, well developed, very good proportions, stands correct, steps narrow
going, correct coming, she exhibits very spacious roomy movement, very good drive, very good
reach, good wither line, shown in very good condition.
4.

Oakway Blue Moon
Excellent
OAKWAY QUANTUM LEAP
VELIKO QUARTER MOON
5 years 5 months, large, above medium strong, very typey bitch, good overall harmony, good
expression, dark eye, well set neck runs to high wither, firm back, good croup, very good fore and
hindquarter angulations, very good top and underline, well proportioned bitch, good overall
development, stands correct in front, (in change of coat), steps slightly wide going, correct coming,
very far reaching movement very good drive and good reach maintains a good wither line.

5.

Toatahi Thunder Struck
Excellent
NADAL OF AMOR
ABYGAL VON ADELFRIED
5 years 10 months, black and gold bitch large strong, very good type, good expression with good eye
colour, high withers firm back, slightly short croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, good
top and underline, stands correct, nearly correct going, correct coming, powerful far reaching
movement shows a real depth of vitality with an absolute joy to run.
6.

Oldfields Seika
Excellent
ANDACHT FORT NOX (IMP AUS)
OLDFIELDS KELLY
4 years, correct size, above medium size, feminine expressive, medium eye, well set neck, high
withers, firm back, just slightly short croup, very good fore and hindquarter, very good top and
underline, still good overall proportions, stands correct, steps correct, correct coming, very fleeting
movement ,very good drive, good reach.
7.

Zetland Nikita
Excellent
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE
Large, medium strong, very good type, good expression good eye colour, high withers, firm back, the
saddle should be stronger in colour, slightly short croup, good fore, very good hind, very good top
and underline, stands correct, steps slightly wide going, hocks should be a little firmer, correct
coming, shows very good ground covering movement very good drive good reach.
8.

Bradwins Venus Moonshine
Excellent
OB CH & CH BRADWINS SLY HIGHLANDER CDX
CH ICCARA PANACHE (IMP AUS)
7 ½ shown in good condition for her age, very good type, feminine and expressive, good eye colour,
high withers, firm back, just slightly short croup, very good fore and hindquarter, well-proportioned
bitch, who stands correct in front, pasterns should be firmer, steps just slightly narrow going with
good hock connection, correct coming, (shown in change of coat), shows a very good out reach in
movement with very good drive good reach.
9.

Ch der Ingolsta Christman Magic
Excellent
ANDACHT DON PEDRO (IMP AUS)
DER INGOLSTA ALEISHA
Gold sable bitch, large above medium strong, very pleasing type, feminine expressive with good eye
colour high withers in stance firm back, slightly steep croup, very good fore and hindquarter, good
overall proportions, good overall development stands correct in front, steps slightly wide going good
hock connections, correct coming, shows a good reach in movement good drive good wither
retention.
10.

Ch Westfield Vaasa
Excellent
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)
OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE
3 years 2 months, well coloured, very good type, large, above medium strong, good withers, firm
back, slightly short slightly steep croup, good fore very good hindquarter, very good top and
underline, good overall development, stands correct, steps correct, correct coming, very good
overall movement with very good drive good reach, back remains firm.
11.

Klausenburg Espresso

Excellent
KLAUSENBURG CAPPUCCINO
7 years, of very good expression very good overall type, good eye colour, good withers firm back,
just slightly short slightly steep croup, good fore very good hind, good top and underline, stands
correct, steps correct, correct coming, shows good ground covering movement, good drive, she
should ideally be a little firmer and her ears a little firmer.
ENG & NZ CH PHILLIPP AUS DER NEUEN HAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

12.

Acarya Pillow Talk
AIMSWAY ARAMIS (IMP AUS)

Excellent

CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)
6 years, large, above medium strong, good overall type, black with light tan markings, good expression with
good eye colour, good withers firm back, good mould of the croup should be a little longer, good forequarter
very good hindquarter, good top and underline just slightly long feet, stands correct, steps wide going, correct
coming, good balanced movement ,the drive should be a little more powerful and the reach a little more freer.

Best Bitch: Ch Acarya Quick Fire
BEST OF BREED
RESERVE OF BREED
Baby Puppy of Breed
Puppy of Breed
Junior of Breed
Intermediate of Breed
NZ Bred of Breed
Open of Breed

Reserve Bitch: Ch Oakway Bossy Boots

Ch Acarya Quick Fire
Boldova of Taimana
Oakway Power Play
Stella of Amore
Abbaron Carlos Santana
Ch Westfield Xiwa
Toatahi Devils Gait
Ch Acarya Quick Fire

BEST IN SHOW – MIKE BRADLEY S.V.
BEST IN SHOW
RESERVE IN SHOW
Baby Puppy in Show
Puppy in Show
Junior in Show
Intermediate in Show
NZ Bred in Show
Open in Show

Ch Acarya Quick Fire
Boldova of Taimana
Oakway Power Play
Stella of Amore
Abbaron Carlos Santana
Reichund OhSo Devius
Toatahi Devils Gait
Ch Acarya Quick Fire

